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Separation of the Irreversibility and Melting Lines in Bi 2Sr2CaCu2O8 Crystals
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Bi 2Sr2CaCu2O8 crystal was polished into a prism shape that eliminates the geometrical barrier and
results in afully reversiblemagnetization atT * 76 K. The vortex-lattice melting was determined
independently by the magnetization step at the transition. At elevated temperatures the irreversibility
line (IL) lies in the vortex-solid region significantly below the melting line, whereas at lower
temperatures the IL is high within the vortex-liquid phase and is due to surface barriers. The results
clearly demonstrate that the IL and melting stem from different and unrelated physical mechanisms.

PACS numbers: 74.60.Ec, 74.60.Ge, 74.60.Jg, 74.72.Hs
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One of the most extensively studied features of hig
temperature superconductors (HTSC) is the irreversibili
line (IL). This line divides theH-T phase diagram into
two parts; above the IL, magnetization of a sample is ful
reversible, whereas below the line a hysteretic magnetiz
tion behavior is observed. The IL is measured by vario
experimental techniques which include dc magnetizatio
[1–3], ac susceptibility [4,5], third harmonic detection [6]
mechanical oscillator [7], vibrating reed [8,9], quasistat
magnetization [10], etc. The standard interpretation of th
irreversibility is the onset of bulk pinning: At low tem-
peratures the vortices are pinned and hence finite criti
currents are present, whereas above the IL the vortices
unpinned and as a result reversible behavior is obtain
[2–11]. It is further believed that the vortex solid, due t
its finite shear modulus, is pinned much more efficient
by the material defects as compared to the vortex liqu
[11]. Therefore, the IL is assumed to separate a pinn
vortex solid from an unpinned vortex liquid and hence th
IL is commonly identified with the vortex-lattice melting
transition [7,10,12–16].

The above considerations do not take into account tw
important factors. First is the possibility that the vorte
lattice may be unpinned. In very clean systems we expe
a well ordered Abrikosov lattice which is not pinned
In addition, due to pinning-potential renormalization b
thermal fluctuations [11,17], the vortex lattice may b
unpinned at elevated temperatures even in the prese
of weak disorder. In this case, the IL will follow the
vortex-lattice depinning line which may lie significantly
below the vortex-lattice melting line. The second facto
is the presence of other hysteretic mechanisms which
not related to bulk vortex properties. These are the Bea
Livingston surface barrier [18–25] and the geometric
barrier [26–36]. Both mechanisms cause irreversib
magnetization and an associated IL that is not relat
to the bulk vortex properties. Furthermore, in relativel
clean systems these surface effects will be the domina
sources of irreversibility and hence the IL may lie eithe
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below or abovethe melting line in the region of vortex
liquid.

The concept that identifies the IL with vortex-lattice
melting is supported by two types of observations. One
that the temperature dependence of the measured IL co
pares favorably with the predictions of existing meltin
theories [10,12,16,31,37–39]. This observation, howev
is not decisive since it was shown recently that the com
bination of geometrical and surface barriers results in
similar theoretical temperature dependence [25,26,40,4
The second observation, which is much more substant
is that in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 (BSCCO) crystals the long-
range order of the vortex lattice, as probed by neutro
diffraction [13] and muon spin rotation [14], shows a pro
nounced change in the vicinity of the IL at low magneti
fields. In addition, a small step in magnetization, ind
cating a first-order melting transition, was observed in
BSCCO crystal close to the IL [15]. These observation
are in apparent contradiction to the recent finding that t
IL in BSCCO is determined by surface and geometric
barriers and not by bulk properties of the vortex lattic
[40,41]. In this paper we resolve this controversy b
independentmeasurement of both the irreversibility and
vortex-lattice melting lines. The IL and the melting line in
BSCCO stem from different physical origins. Neverthe
less, in the vicinity of the critical temperatureTc these two
lines mayincidentallybe close to each other. By chang
ing the shape of the crystal from the natural platelet geo
etry to a prism shape we suppress the geometrical barr
and hence shift the IL significantly, while the melting line
remains unaffected. As a result, a clear separation of t
irreversibility and melting lines is obtained.

Two BSCCO crystals withTc . 90 K were studied
using two-dimensional electron-gas (2DEG) Hall-sens
arrays. One of the crystals had a platelet geome
with dimensions of415 3 160 3 15 mm3, whereas the
second crystal was carefully polished into a prism sha
660 mm long, 270 mm wide, and 70 mm high in the
center. Each of the eleven sensors of the array has
© 1995 The American Physical Society
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active area of10 3 10 mm2. The microscopic Hall-
sensor arrays allow very sensitive measurement of t
magnetic field with a high spatial resolution. As a
result, the melting transition of the vortex lattice can b
observed directly by detecting the abrupt step in the loc
magnetization as described recently [42]. This field ste
is due to a thermodynamic change in the vortex dens
upon the transition from a solid to a liquid state tha
is analogous to the discontinuous change in the spec
volume or density upon melting of a regular solid.

Figure 1(a) shows a “local magnetization” loopB 2

Ha of the platelet crystal atT  80 K. A cross section of
the experimental setup is shown schematically in the ins

FIG. 1. Local magnetization loopsB 2 Ha vs Ha in BSCCO
crystals of platelet (a) and prism (b) shapes atT  80 K.
The platelet crystal shows hysteretic magnetization below t
irreversibility field HIL. In the prism sample the geometrica
barrier is eliminated and a fully reversible magnetization
obtained at temperatures above 76 K. The melting transiti
Hm is observed as a sharp thermodynamic step in the loc
magnetization. A cross section of the experimental setup
shown schematically in the insets (not to scale). The tw
dimensional electron gas (2DEG) active layer of the senso
resides about0.1 mm below the surface. The BSCCO crystals
are in contact with the GaAs surface and the local vertic
component of the magnetic fieldB is measured directly.
External fieldHa is applied parallel to the crystallinec axis.
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B is the local perpendicular magnetic field at the surfac
of the crystal as measured by one of the sensors, a
Ha is the external magnetic field applied parallel to th
c axis of the crystal and perpendicular to the surface. Th
magnetization loop shows a hysteretic behavior at applie
fields below the irreversibility fieldHIL and reversible
magnetization at higher fields. In addition, the vortex
lattice melting transition is clearly observed atHm by
the magnetization step. At elevated temperaturesHIL
and Hm are close to each other as seen in Fig. 1(a
and it is very tempting to interpret these two features a
arising from the same physical origin [13–15]; namely
vortices are pinned in the solid phase and the associa
irreversible behavior disappears once the vortex lattic
melts. However, by analyzing the spatial distribution
of the magnetic field across the sample it was recent
shown [26,31,40,41] that in clean BSCCO crystals vorte
pinning is negligible, except at low temperatures, an
the observed hysteretic behavior results from surfac
and geometrical barriers. Surface barriers govern th
magnetization at intermediate temperatures, as discuss
below, whereas at elevated temperatures the irreversibil
is due to geometrical barriers. Yet the fact thatHIL and
Hm appear close to each other at high temperatures s
leaves room for doubt.

The two models can be readily tested as follows. Th
irreversibility due to the geometrical barrier arises from
the fact that in platelet geometry the equilibrium Meissne
shielding current that extends over the entire width of th
sample exerts a Lorentz force on penetrating vortices a
drives them towards the center of the sample. This effe
results in hysteretic magnetization and in a well define
IL [26,27]. In a sample with an elliptical cross section
the vortex length and the associated vortex potential a
position dependent, which results in a force that tend
to drive vortices out of the sample due to the potentia
gradient. For an ellipse this force is precisely balance
by the Lorentz force and hence an elliptical sample wi
show a completely reversible magnetization curve in th
absence of bulk pinning. In contrast, if the irreversibility
is due to bulk pinning, the position of the IL should be
practically unaffected by the sample geometry. Therefo
one can test the origin of the IL by using an elliptica
or spherical crystal. However, such a geometry cann
be easily realized with the small typical sizes of HTSC
crystals. On the other hand, the elliptical cross section
in fact the marginal case: A “flatter” geometry will behave
hysterically, whereas a more “tapered” cross section w
generally result in reversible magnetization. It shoul
be emphasized that the geometrical barrier is not ju
an effect of the shape of the sample edges. A plate
crystal with rounded edges will still display a hysteretic
magnetization loop similar to that of a rectangular sampl
The geometry of a flat crystal has to be modified ove
its entire width in order to eliminate the geometrical
barrier. We have therefore chosen a prism as one of t
1167
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shapes that should have no geometrical barrier and
can be relatively easily achieved by careful polishing
the crystal.

Figure 1(b) shows the measured local magnetizat
loop of the BSCCO prism at 80 K. The astonishing resu
is that the magnetization isfully reversibleat temperatures
down to about 76 K. To the best of our knowledge a ful
reversible magnetization in HTSC was never observ
previously at such relatively low temperatures of mo
than 10 K belowTc. Yet the melting transitionHm is
still clearly observed as indicated by the arrow. The res
in Fig. 1(b) clearly demonstrates three major conclusion
(i) In clean BSCCO crystals at elevated temperatures
vortex lattice is unpinned; (ii) the magnetic hysteresis a
the irreversibility line are due to geometrical barriers; an
(iii) the vortex-lattice melting transition, as manifested b
the magnetization step, is not related to the IL.

At lower temperatures Bean-Livingston surface barrie
were shown to govern the magnetic hysteresis in BSCC
[22,40,41]. Figure 2 is a magnified view of a magnet
zation loop in the vicinity of the melting transition a
T  46 K. The melting transition with the correspondin
magnetization step atHm is indicated by the arrow. The
IL at this temperature lies at a significantly higher fie
and the hysteretic magnetization behavior is present b
below and aboveHm. Clearly the irreversibility and melt-
ing are due to different mechanisms at this temperat
as well. Moreover, vortex pinning cannot be the sour
of the hysteresis here since it persists also in the vort
liquid phase aboveHm. In addition, it was recently ar-
gued [29,31,33] that the Bean-Livingston barrier is of n
significance in HTSC and that any surface hysteresis
fects should disappear above the vortex-lattice phase tr
sition. Figure 2 clearly demonstrates that this is not t
case and a significant magnetic hysteresis may be pre
also aboveHm.

FIG. 2. Expanded view of the local magnetization loop
the prism crystal in the vicinity of the melting transitionHm
at 46 K. The irreversibility field due to surface barriers
significantly higher thanHm at this temperature.
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Following the above procedure we have measured t
temperature dependence ofHmsT d andHILsT d. Figure 3
shows the result for BSCCO crystal of the prism shap
The irreversibility and the melting lines are well sepa
rated. AtT * 76 K the IL is completely suppressed and
the magnetization is fully reversible. At lower temper-
atures the IL is present due to the Bean-Livingston su
face barrier. Note that at elevated temperatures a vort
solid is present both above and below the irreversibilit
line, whereas atT & 53 K a vortex-liquid phase is present
both below and above the IL. So, clearly, the IL in clea
BSCCO crystal does not indicate the state of the vorte
matter and does not reflect a phase transition of the vort
lattice. It should be emphasized that in more disordere
HTSC samples the vortex lattice could be pinned mor
efficiently and the surface effects could be reduced,
which case the IL would indeed follow the melting line.
However, at least in clean BSCCO crystals this is not th
case. A more detailed analysis of the observed first-ord
vortex-matter phase transition and the possible underlyin
mechanisms are discussed in Ref. [42].

In summary, by modifying the crystal shape we hav
proved that the IL in BSCCO is not related to the vortex
lattice melting transition, in contrast to the prevailing
belief. At high temperatures the irreversibility is due
to geometrical barriers, and at intermediate temperature
surface barriers determine the IL. In addition, the vorte
lattice is unpinned at elevated temperatures in the ent
field range. As a result, a fully reversible magnetizatio
is obtained once the geometrical barrier is removed by
proper shaping of the crystals. The vortex-lattice meltin
transition is directly observed through a magnetizatio

FIG. 3. The vortex-lattice melting lineBmsT d (dots) and the
irreversibility line BILsT d (squares) in BSCCO crystal of prism
shape. The magnetization is fully reversible above 76 K due
the absence of geometrical barrier and bulk pinning. At lowe
temperatures the IL is governed by surface barriers. Belo
53 K the IL resides in the vortex-liquid phase, whereas a
higher temperatures it crosses through the vortex-solid regio
The irreversibility and melting lines in BSCCO stem from two
different and unrelated mechanisms.
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step and the melting line is shown to be uncorrelated wi
the IL.
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